Since 1957, Klein Products has delivered proven value worldwide with our innovative liquid distributing equipment. Durable, easy to use, safe and reliable in even the most extreme conditions, there’s just no match for our products’ consistent track record of success.

You deserve the best — you deserve Klein Products.
Klein Products designs and manufactures superior-quality liquid distributing tanks and all the related accessories for all brands of on/off highway trucks, including International, Freightliner, Mack, Kenworth, Peterbilt, Western Star, Ford and others. Klein tanks are available in every size category. A large selection of pumps, valves, spray equipment and other accessories are available to build up the perfect water truck for your application.

**ON/OFF HIGHWAY TRUCK TANKS**

**OFF HIGHWAY TRUCK TANK: ARTICULATED FRAME**

The articulated frame off highway truck is now a highly desired water truck. Klein has the experience and proven track record to design and manufacture the perfect tank system for your articulated truck. Our articulated truck tank systems are low profile in design with an emphasis on a low center of gravity. Our designs are safe, durable and functional. Our tank systems can be outfitted with pumps and discharge equipment for your specific application.

**OFF HIGHWAY TRUCK TANK: RIGID FRAME**

Klein Products is the pioneer and world leader in the design and manufacturing of large-capacity off highway truck tank systems. For over 60 years, Klein has supplied the mining and construction industries with superior-quality, productive liquid distribution machinery. Klein has designed and manufactured tank systems for every brand of off highway truck. Our off highway truck tanks are in use today in every state in the U.S. and in many foreign countries.

**TRACTOR SCRAPER CONVERSION TANKER**

Klein Products converts tractor scrapers into tractor-pulled water tankers. We also build new tankers for new tractor units. Available for all tractor scrapers in any size category. We can completely install the tank to your tractor scraper, ship you a tanker kit or build a complete new tractor tanker machine. Our tankers have long been recognized throughout the world as the superior products in their class.

**THE KLEIN PORTO-TOWER® (KPT)**

The Klein Porto-Tower® (KPT) is a large-capacity, portable water tower system designed to recover water trucks and water wagons quickly, safely and economically. The KPT is highway legal, completely self-contained and can be erected into operating position by one person in less than 15 minutes. The KPT is the original portable water tower system. We invented it over 40 years ago.

**THE KLEIN HURRICANE BRAVO**

The Hurricane Bravo is a high-volume, portable, water pump system. Completely self-contained, the Hurricane Bravo can be set up into operating position by one person in about 30 minutes. The Hurricane Bravo dramatically improves the productivity of water distributing equipment by recovering the water supply quickly, safely and economically. 4,000-5,000 U.S. GPM capacity.

**KLEIN PARTS, COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES**

Genuine, superior-quality and designed specifically for severe conditions found in heavy construction and mining

- Pumps
- Control valves
- Spray heads
- Turret monitors
- Discharge nozzles
- Hose reels
- Control stations
- Complete piping kits
- Replacement parts for ALL competitive equipment

**USE GENUINE KLEIN PARTS**
Klein Products Inc.
Ontario, CA, U.S.A
Phone: 909.460.4546 or 800.646.4546
Fax: 909.460.4545
Email: sales@kleinproducts.com

Klein Products of Texas Inc.
Jacksonville, TX, U.S.A
Phone: 903.589.4546 or 888.589.4546
Fax: 903.589.4545
Email: sales@kleinproducts.com

Klein Products Exports
Phone: 972.479.0333
Fax: 972.479.0336
Email: exportsales@kleinproducts.com

THE KLEIN STAND TOWER (KST)

The Klein Stand Tower is a large-capacity, stationary water storage tank mounted in a structurally engineered steel stand. The KST is designed to recover water trucks and water wagons quickly, safely and economically. Available in capacities up to 20,000 U.S. gallons.

SPECIAL PURPOSE

Klein Products designs and manufactures special purpose equipment for a variety of unique applications. Firefighting vehicles, fuel and lube vehicles, semitrailer tankers, high-pressure washers, tanker trailers, portable water systems, and custom storage tank systems are just a few examples of the special equipment that we have successfully completed.

TANK AND TANKER KITS

All our tanks and tankers are available in kits that enable you to utilize your own labor to install on your prime mover chassis. Tank kits eliminate the expensive transportation costs involved with moving large prime mover chassis. We have competitive freight rates to ship kits anywhere in the U.S. We also have extensive experience in exporting all of the equipment we manufacture.

KLEIN TRAP TANK

This revolutionary tank design from Klein Products improves the safety of operating water equipment by enhancing stability, lowering center of gravity and dramatically improving visibility around the vehicle. Choose the Klein TRAP tank to maximize operator and job site safety. Available in kit form for customer installation or completely installed by Klein on your chassis or ours. Call your Klein sales professional today to place your order.